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Neural Networks and Deep Learning is a free online book. The book will teach you about:  

• Neural networks, a beautiful biologically-inspired programming paradigm which enables a 
computer to learn from observational data  

• Deep learning, a powerful set of techniques for learning in neural networks  

Neural networks and deep learning currently provide the best solutions to many problems in image 
recognition, speech recognition, and natural language processing. This book will teach you many of the 
core concepts behind neural networks and deep learning.	

Neural networks are one of the most beautiful programming paradigms ever invented. In the conventional 
approach to programming, we tell the computer what to do, breaking big problems up into many small, 
precisely defined tasks that the computer can easily perform. By contrast, in a neural network we don't tell 
the computer how to solve our problem. Instead, it learns from observational data, figuring out its own 
solution to the problem at hand. 

Automatically learning from data sounds promising. However, until 2006 we didn't know how to train 
neural networks to surpass more traditional approaches, except for a few specialized problems. What 
changed in 2006 was the discovery of techniques for learning in so-called deep neural networks. These 
techniques are now known as deep learning. They've been developed further, and today deep neural 
networks and deep learning achieve outstanding performance on many important problems in computer 
vision, speech recognition, and natural language processing. They're being deployed on a large scale by 
companies such as Google, Microsoft, and Facebook. 

The purpose of this book is to help you master the core concepts of neural networks, including modern 
techniques for deep learning. After working through the book you will have written code that uses neural 
networks and deep learning to solve complex pattern recognition problems. And you will have a foundation 
to use neural networks and deep learning to attack problems of your own devising. 

CHAPTER	1:		Using	neural	nets	to	recognize	handwritten	digits	

From http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap1.html 

The human visual system is one of the wonders of the world. Consider the following sequence of 
handwritten digits:  

 



Most people effortlessly recognize those digits as 504192. That ease is deceptive. In each hemisphere of 
our brain, humans have a primary visual cortex, also known as V1, containing 140 million neurons, with 
tens of billions of connections between them. And yet human vision involves not just V1, but an entire 
series of visual cortices - V2, V3, V4, and V5 - doing progressively more complex image processing. We 
carry in our heads a supercomputer, tuned by evolution over hundreds of millions of years, and superbly 
adapted to understand the visual world. Recognizing handwritten digits isn't easy. Rather, we humans are 
stupendously, astoundingly good at making sense of what our eyes show us. But nearly all that work is 
done unconsciously. And so we don't usually appreciate how tough a problem our visual systems solve. 

The difficulty of visual pattern recognition becomes apparent if you attempt to write a computer program to 
recognize digits like those above. What seems easy when we do it ourselves suddenly becomes extremely 
difficult. Simple intuitions about how we recognize shapes - "a 9 has a loop at the top, and a vertical stroke 
in the bottom right" - turn out to be not so simple to express algorithmically. When you try to make such 
rules precise, you quickly get lost in a morass of exceptions and caveats and special cases. It seems 
hopeless. 

Neural networks approach the problem in a different way. The idea is to take a large number of handwritten 
digits, known as training examples, 

 

and then develop a system which can learn from those training examples. In other words, the neural 
network uses the examples to automatically infer rules for recognizing handwritten digits. Furthermore, by 
increasing the number of training examples, the network can learn more about handwriting, and so improve 
its accuracy. So while I've shown just 100 training digits above, perhaps we could build a better 
handwriting recognizer by using thousands or even millions or billions of training examples. 

In this chapter we'll write a computer program implementing a neural network that learns to recognize 
handwritten digits. The program is just 74 lines long, and uses no special neural network libraries. But this 
short program can recognize digits with an accuracy over 96 percent, without human intervention. 
Furthermore, in later chapters we'll develop ideas which can improve accuracy to over 99 percent. In fact, 
the best commercial neural networks are now so good that they are used by banks to process cheques, and 
by post offices to recognize addresses. 

We're focusing on handwriting recognition because it's an excellent prototype problem for learning about 
neural networks in general. As a prototype it hits a sweet spot: it's challenging - it's no small feat to 
recognize handwritten digits - but it's not so difficult as to require an extremely complicated solution, or 
tremendous computational power. Furthermore, it's a great way to develop more advanced techniques, such 



as deep learning. And so throughout the book we'll return repeatedly to the problem of handwriting 
recognition. Later in the book, we'll discuss how these ideas may be applied to other problems in computer 
vision, and also in speech, natural language processing, and other domains. 

Of course, if the point of the chapter was only to write a computer program to recognize handwritten digits, 
then the chapter would be much shorter! But along the way we'll develop many key ideas about neural 
networks, including two important types of artificial neuron (the perceptron and the sigmoid neuron), and 
the standard learning algorithm for neural networks, known as stochastic gradient descent. Throughout, I 
focus on explaining why things are done the way they are, and on building your neural networks intuition. 
That requires a lengthier discussion than if I just presented the basic mechanics of what's going on, but it's 
worth it for the deeper understanding you'll attain. Amongst the payoffs, by the end of the chapter we'll be 
in position to understand what deep learning is, and why it matters. 

Perceptrons 

What is a neural network? To get started, I'll explain a type of artificial neuron called a perceptron. 
Perceptrons were developed in the 1950s and 1960s by the scientist Frank Rosenblatt, inspired by earlier 
work by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts. Today, it's more common to use other models of artificial 
neurons - in this book, and in much modern work on neural networks, the main neuron model used is one 
called the sigmoid neuron. We'll get to sigmoid neurons shortly. But to understand why sigmoid neurons 
are defined the way they are, it's worth taking the time to first understand perceptrons. 

So how do perceptrons work? A perceptron takes several binary inputs, x1,x2,… 

, and produces a single binary output:  

 
In the example shown the perceptron has three inputs, x1,x2,x3. In general it could have more or fewer 
inputs. Rosenblatt proposed a simple rule to compute the output. He introduced weights, w1,w2,…, real 
numbers expressing the importance of the respective inputs to the output. The neuron's output, 0 or 1, is 
determined by whether the weighted sum ∑jwjxj is less than or greater than some threshold value. Just like 
the weights, the threshold is a real number which is a parameter of the neuron. To put it in more precise 
algebraic terms:  

output={01if ∑jwjxj≤ thresholdif ∑jwjxj> threshold(1) 
That's all there is to how a perceptron works! 

That's the basic mathematical model. A way you can think about the perceptron is that it's a device that 
makes decisions by weighing up evidence. Let me give an example. It's not a very realistic example, but it's 
easy to understand, and we'll soon get to more realistic examples. Suppose the weekend is coming up, and 



you've heard that there's going to be a cheese festival in your city. You like cheese, and are trying to decide 
whether or not to go to the festival. You might make your decision by weighing up three factors:  

1. Is the weather good?  
2. Does your boyfriend or girlfriend want to accompany you?  
3. Is the festival near public transit? (You don't own a car).  

We can represent these three factors by corresponding binary variables x1,x2, and x3. For instance, we'd 
have x1=1 if the weather is good, and x1=0 if the weather is bad. Similarly, x2=1 if your boyfriend or 
girlfriend wants to go, and x2=0 if not. And similarly again for x3 and public transit. 

Now, suppose you absolutely adore cheese, so much so that you're happy to go to the festival even if your 
boyfriend or girlfriend is uninterested and the festival is hard to get to. But perhaps you really loathe bad 
weather, and there's no way you'd go to the festival if the weather is bad. You can use perceptrons to model 
this kind of decision-making. One way to do this is to choose a weight w1=6 

for the weather, and w2=2 and w3=2 for the other conditions. The larger value of w1 indicates that the 
weather matters a lot to you, much more than whether your boyfriend or girlfriend joins you, or the 
nearness of public transit. Finally, suppose you choose a threshold of 5 for the perceptron. With these 
choices, the perceptron implements the desired decision-making model, outputting 1 whenever the weather 
is good, and 0 

whenever the weather is bad. It makes no difference to the output whether your boyfriend or girlfriend 
wants to go, or whether public transit is nearby. 

By varying the weights and the threshold, we can get different models of decision-making. For example, 
suppose we instead chose a threshold of 3 

. Then the perceptron would decide that you should go to the festival whenever the weather was good or 
when both the festival was near public transit and your boyfriend or girlfriend was willing to join you. In 
other words, it'd be a different model of decision-making. Dropping the threshold means you're more 
willing to go to the festival. 

Obviously, the perceptron isn't a complete model of human decision-making! But what the example 
illustrates is how a perceptron can weigh up different kinds of evidence in order to make decisions. And it 
should seem plausible that a complex network of perceptrons could make quite subtle decisions:  

 



In this network, the first column of perceptrons - what we'll call the first layer of perceptrons - is making 
three very simple decisions, by weighing the input evidence. What about the perceptrons in the second 
layer? Each of those perceptrons is making a decision by weighing up the results from the first layer of 
decision-making. In this way a perceptron in the second layer can make a decision at a more complex and 
more abstract level than perceptrons in the first layer. And even more complex decisions can be made by 
the perceptron in the third layer. In this way, a many-layer network of perceptrons can engage in 
sophisticated decision making.	
	
	


